N.B. “hearing voices in my head” (schizophrenia) → ClairAudience (throat chakra) +
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If someone’s had/is having Mental Problems they have to be progressed spiritually (i.e. developed mentally) and they may/will have demonstrated AMAZING ABILITY(IES). (Ask them!!) < *highACHIEVER*.* >
INITIATION
# assigned
TYPE
NAME/{instance}
MASTERY OVER
CHAKRA
DEFINED AS
EXAMPLE(S)
Etheric Double ‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗

1st
- birth to
spiritual life
2nd
- baptism

(disciple)

minor

.www.TheosophyWales.com.
(disciple)

minor

{Jesus fasted in the
Dense Physical Body + Body ǁ heart ǁ
wilderness for 40˭ days &
see page 4 of 7 in “Initiation, ˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭
nights and was tempted
Human and Solar” excerpts
three times by the Devil Astral Body or body of
- prelude to 3rd Initiation}
desire - emotional body

3rd
11
major
Shaman/Shamaness
- called “The
(Medicine Man/
Transfiguration”
Woman)
.www.NormalHumanDevelopment.com.
22

4th
- called “The
Crucifixion”

major

Arhat (World Teacher)

birth of Christ consciousness in the cave of the heart

or expression of service to or
communication with a deity

‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗

ǁ THROAT ǁ

the body ‘wet dreams’ are
˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭ experienced in is the Astral Body

‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗‗

Mental Body
(lower manas)

ǁ 3rd eye ǁ
ǁ /brow ǁ

see page 4 of 7 of the file -

3 day experience* - Jonah in the
belly of a big fish (whale) visual
˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭˭ hallucinations → ClairVoyance

<3_InitiationHuman+Solar.docx>

Buddhic Body ***
(upper manas – higher self)

crown

Roberto CURTI – “messenger from God”
(Adam SALTER, Greg ANDERSON - killed
his son Luke BATTY, cross-bow incident, etc.)
ramshackle hut on stilts dream, on a calm
ocean/surf beach – ocean → subconscious
very likely that abandoned-in-a-drain baby
incident which occurred a few weeks ago
{Jesus’ missing years, 12yo ‘til 28, he was
recovering from his nervous breakdown}

5th “the Resurrection” 33

major

Adept

‘near death’ experience or coma
of at least 10 days** but may be
see page 4 of 7 in the excerpts from
done in separate stints apparently
the book “Initiation, Human and Solar”
(Causal Body burnt off)
Atmic Body
***
Soul star transpersonal

6th

44

major

Chohan

Monadic Body ***

God portal transpersonal

*

may be 3½ days for Master/Mistress of the 3rd Initiation

7th

55

major

Buddhic

Logoic Body

Grand portal transpersonal

**

may be 12 days for Mistress/Master of the 4th Initiation

8th***

66

solar

9th***

77

solar

*** see <dimensions.docx>

***

Malala YOUSAFZAI – shot in
head by Taliban and presented a
speech to the UN, lots of others including
motivational speaker Anthony ROBBINS

The Causal (egoic) Body is burnt off in the 4th Initiation and the Higher Self merges back into the Monad.

Antahkarana – Sanskrit for “the bridge” is when the lower manic body is joined to the upper i.e. the personality is completely expressive of the soul (4th Initiation).

MAJOR INITIATIONS are two component i.e. a Physical Component (e.g. 3 day experience in the ‘whale’ for 1st Major Initiation and the ‘near death’ experience for 2nd Major Initiation) and a Spiritual
Component (presumably conducted by a disincarnate entity – Black Elk for me, a then-deceased native American). The number assigned to the Mistress/Master of the initiation is a Triple Number – i.e. for the
Master/Mistress Arhat the number is “222”. Janine “The Machine” SHEPHERD, in the “Australian Story” television programme, had the number 222 as her Little Athletics number. Also she competed in a snowskiing event with the number 106‡ [click on the Taking Flight programme link and position at the 5:42 time] – 106 is a colel off the ‘Number of the Kumeras’ – ‘105’, according to AA BAILEY (i.e. the same number).
‡

In numerology one integer greater than or less than is counted as the same number. So the Number of the Kumeras, 105, is the integer/number block 104, 105 and 106.

Also the MAJOR INITIATIONS have Mistressship and Mastership of the initiation where Mistresses and/or Masters educate and prepare (by fasting meditating, etc. – for a period of 40˭ days) the neophyte for
the Physical Component of the initiation as well as actually conducting this test. The normal requirement that two Mistresses/Masters co-operate to initiate the neophyte, with the example being the single person
Simon/Peter and the single person Saul/Paul taking the neophyte Jesus up on the Mount of Olives, may be able to be reduced to one if that single Master/Mistress is powerful enough to hold the neophyte in the
depressed state for long enough! The two mistresses who initiated me were Beryl STARR, from the Wollongong Christian Spiritualist Church, and her mentor.
˭ 40 is known as the period of initiation
Beryl invited me to come to her circles but I was too mentally weak – I’d only picked up a few days before she gave me the reading of, “Having to cross a desert.” Beryl’s mentor I believe participated with her
to subject me to the Physical Component of the 3rd Initiation (Shaman). Beryl told me that her mentor became very sick and recovered by telling me, “She felt like she was 22 again.” Beryl was telling me that her
mentor was initiated as an Arhat (4th Initiate). Before this I’d participated in a seminar conducted by Denise LINN and I’d been given the Admission Ticket (master) number 11. Denise had been shot in the stomach
and survived (i.e. a near-death experience). When I told Denise that I’d had a dream involving a buffalo she took quite an interest in me! Beryl seemed surprised when I mentioned the phrase ‘the third veil’ to her!
God ordered Jonah to travel to Nineveh to deliver God’s message (about conquest – it’s religion remember), and Jonah travels in the near-opposite direction in a ship, goes below deck to sleep (last sentence
2nd paragraph) and the waves increased. Going below deck is an allusion to the lower manic mind (c.f. the Last Supper in the ‘upper room’ or ‘Higher Self’/Upper Manic Mind or Body). The “big fish” (understood
to be a whale) that swallows him and later disgorges him onto dry land is a classic ‘death/rebirth archetype’ as what occurred to that woman lost in the hinterland west of Innisfail recently. The day before her
ordeal ended she said that she was dying - dying to an old self. When she was walking to the unoccupied car she found a hessian sack to cover her nakedness as her clothes had been torn from her body in this 17
day ordeal. Being naked is another classic rebirth indicator – we are all born naked. The fishing hole her husband was at was Golden Hole (2nd paragraph of article - in Alchemy the rubedo stage, or stage signified
by the colour gold, is the initiatory phase). Also at the commencement of her ordeal she climbed an escarpment or mountain (there’s a number of ‘Hill Climb Derbies’ in the Bible), to get away from the crocodiles
and it was emphasised how dangerous crocodiles are. (The crocodile is one of about 10 initiatory animals according to author Mircea ELIADE - see file <4_RitesSymbolsInitiation.docx> - the last line of page 1.)
I remember the circumstances of my “Birth of Christ in the heart” (chakra) – 1st Initiation. I painted myself on a white horse wearing a white robe. When it came time for me to describe what I’d painted I told
my psychologist, the senior supervisor of the Art Therapy Class, “I know I’m not Jesus – but its like I’m him.” She froze! I have an idea that two initiators need to be (normally) present at the Minor Initiations too!
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